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HAR~MANN

·.

Eleven weeks ago, in mid-Janu~ry, I requested the
Congress to pass, as its first priority, a simple $16 billion
reduction in Federal income taxes in order to stimulate
economic activity and put
a

on~-time

pe~ple

back to work.

I asked for

rebate to individual 1974 taxpayers, up to·a maxi-

mum of $1,000, and for increased investment .tax credits to
businessmen and farmer·s for improvements and expansions to
make more jobs.

I urged Congress to have such a bill on my

desk before Easter in order to restore some of the buying power
which American families had lost through the inflation of 1973
and 1974 which had reached a dangerous high of 12%(?), contributing to the recessionary

slowdown~

Last Wednesday, before recessing, Congress passed not
only a tax reduction bill totalling $22.8 billion -- about
$6.5 billion more than I proposed but otherwise reasonably
close to my recommendation, except that it places an unfair

,

-2~---

burden on middle income taxpayers
biggest share-of federal

wh~already

~ontribut~

the

revenues~·(?)

Unfortunately, however, the Congress added to these
stimulative tax cuts many undesirable and extraneous measures,
trans~orming

the bill into a hodgepodge of welfare experiments

and revenue revisions that received little or no consideration
and debate in committee hearings or by the Members as a whole.
I am willing to accept the somewhat larger dollar figure
fixed by the Congress, since the need to support economic
recovery is greater now.

But I am deeply concerned by some

of the ill-considered precedents set in other sections of this
bill.

For example, it provides for the first time a negative

income tax with government checks going automatically to
people with incomes below a certain level.

It changes the

basic principles of the social security system by providing
for payments out of general revenues instead of from the
social security fund.

It creates an earned income credit to
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lower income taxpayers, reducing their contributions to sdcial

'

'
security
but adding a still heavier future burden on young

and middle income workers.

It would remove six million tax-

payers from the tax rolls altogether, widening the unhealthy
division that already exists between tho&e who support government and those the government supports.
Further it contains several basic changes in the tax
system affecting special interests rather than the general
population, which require much more analysis of their overall
effect on the

ec~nomy

and should have been considered carefully

as part of a comprehensive tax reform program.
However, under our system I cannot accept part of this
bill and reject

the~rest.

Congress has replied to my request

for a simple emergency tax cut bill to combat the recession with
a complicated tax package on a take it or leave it basis.
Because I believe the

bene~its

of a significant increase

in purchasing power and of a certain climate for job-producing
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Q

·~and

improvements on the farms and in the factories are essential

to ensure the economic
'

recover~

'

we all want this year, I have

decided to sign the bill promptly so that its economic benefits can begin to work.
But I am deeply troubled, not only by the drawbacks of
this bill and the additional amount it contributes to the already
huge budget deficit, but also because of the actions and atti- .
tudes shown by the Congress so far in this session.
When I spoke to you in January I voiced continuing concern over the high rates of inflation of the past two years
and pledged that I would initiate no new federal spending programs this year, except in the critical field of energy.
Furthermore, I said I would not hesitate· to veto such new
spending by the Congress, recommended Congressional assent to
reductions totalling some $17 billion in programs already
funded, and a 5% ceiling in 1975 cost of living increases in
federal pay and pension systems.
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If Cong'ress: had
pl~n

accepted--my~January

economic-~recov-ery~~·--··

"

as presented in my State of the Union and Budg~t messages,

the est imatgd f

ed~r~l_ ___ciefi~it___ f_o_r __f_isca

1 year:--19--7-6-woul-4-have-·_·-·-

been about $57 billion as represented by this column.
This kind of a deficit is far too high but most of it
was brought about by mandatory f ederai payment programs already
on the statute books, by increased unemployment compensation
costs and reduced tax revenues due to the recession.
Since January Congress has rejected most of my requested
spending cuts, adding about $13 billion (?) to the contemplated

1976 deficit.

This, plus the $6 billion in reduced revenues

resulting from larger tax cuts than I recommended,· bring the
perspective deficit as of this moment to about $75 billion.
As I look at the new spending legislation

w~ich

(?)

committees

of the Congress are already seriously considering, I can easily
estimate another $20 billion to $25 billion added to the fiscal

1976 deficit which would bring it to the enormous tntal of

'

, t

'

-
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$100 billion.

Even the most expansive economi-sts-

agree--thatq~·--

'\,

deficits of this magnitude are too dangerous to permit a·nd

flation which could well ruin our future economic leadership.
Interest rates, now starting down, would again soar
to double digit level as the federal government borrowed from
the private money market to finance its $100 billion defiiit.
Individual citizens would be unable to borrow money for new
homes, cars, and other needs.

Businesses, despite increased

tax credits would delay investment and expansion to put the
unemployed back to work.

The momentum of this new inflationary

surge would be almost impossible to check as the economy recovers
and huge deficits would continue on into future years.

I am,

therefore, serving notice now that this is as high as our fiscal

1976 deficit can safe1y go.

I will resist every

~ttempt

i

by

~-

the Congress to add another dollar to the deficit by new spending programs, however worthy they may appear.

I'

I will make

I

I

•

•
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no exceptions except where our _long-range national security
interests are involved-as in _the

atta~nment

of energy independence.

I will not only veto new spending bills but will return to the
Congress whenever economic warning signals indicate a need for
a readjustment of tax reductions or new revenues to head off
runaway inflation.
In short, in signing this bill I am keeping my promise
to reach a reasonable compromise with the 9ongress and-to
provide a needed stimulant to the
this is as far as I will

~o.

economy~

But I warn that

I£ we exercise prudence in our
;

fiscal affairs for the rest of this year, I am confident that
the present recession will soon retreat into history.

If

Congress returns from its recess with new awareness of the deep
concern of the American people for economic caution and care
in steering our difficult economic course, we will reach our
200th anniversary back on the broad highway of increasing

.I
'

productivity and prosperity for all our people.

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 28, 1975

Mr. President:
Here is a compilation of editorial opinion on whether you should
sign or veto the tax bill:
IN FAVOR OF SIGNING
Washington Post
Washington Star-News
Baltimore Sun
Christian Science Monitor
Los Angeles Times
Detroit Free Press
Kalamazoo Gazette
Boston Globe
San Diego Tribune

NO DEFINITE POSITION
BUT LEAi.'UNG TOWARD VETO

VETO
Wall Street Journal
San Diego Union

Ron Nessen

New York Daily News
Chicago Tribune
Detroit News

.'

SI

AN lNDEPENDENJ NEWSPAPER
.....

The Tax Bill

I .

BY

THE TIME Congress finally passed the massive

tax reduction, it is doubtful that six members of

~ther

house knew exactly what they were voting on.
:\Jost of them had no opportunity even to read tlie conference's final Version, whieh-fortunately--differed sub.tantially from those that the two houses had previously
debated. It is too much to expect Congress to enact a
tax bill of this magnitude in a cool and orderly fashion.
Taxation always stirs the passions at the Capitol. But
the past several weeks' level of confusion, and the rate
at which 'highly questionable amendments were being
frantically tacked on and stripped off, m'llde the procl!SS
unmually dangerous.
Congress, and in fact the -country, owe a ci>nsiderable
debt to a few people in the conferenee committee. Work·
i11g behind closed doors, in three days of very arduous
Mgoti:ation, they produced a bill considerably better
than eithet the House or the Senate sent to it. Since
tbi! bill in its final form has dropped or moderated the
worst of the amendments voted along the way, there will
probably be a tendency in Congress to shrug and say:
Well, in the end the system worked. But it worked with
intolerable risks and strains. Even in the bill that has
n0w gone to the White House, there is much language
that no hearings ever examined. and no public debate
ever oballenged. Yet this bill will make profound changes
Jn the ways that businesses, governments and private
families in this country manage money.
As an antidote to the recession-and an urgently neceMa!'Y one-the final compromise bill is an improvement over -both President' Ford's original request and
th& House bill simply because it is a bigger cut in taxes.
At $22.8 billion, the figure is in the right range. In structure, most of it is correctly limited to one-shot benefits
-rebates on last year's taxes, reductions in this year's
taxes, and special payments to Social Security benefici·
aries. The measures will not constitute a lasting erosion al public revenues after the recovery gets under
way The compromise bill also puts pressure on Congress to return to the subject next year and review
its work-not a bad idea, in view of the circumstances
under which that work was done.
The Ford administration had wanted to stay as far as
possible from tax reform in this bill, and hold it to a
simple tax cut to create new jobs. But the nature
of the bill changed when it reached the floor of the
House and the reformers attaC'hed the amendment repealing the oil depletion allowance. The end of the
depletion allowance was long overdue, but this amendment brought out the worst in the Senate Finance Committee, where the bill next came to rest. Under the
unabashed leadership of Sen. Russell Long CD-La.), the
committee •has developed a record of reckless legislation.
For a wide assortment of industrial and labor lobbyists,
the committee serves much the same purpose as home
nlat• in a baseball game-it is where most of the' traffic

I

converges, and where the runs are scored. But in this
case, some of the amendments hung onto the tax bill
were such wanton mischief that they seemed a deliberate
attempt to provoke a veto and, one may speculate, preserve \the depletion allowance. In any event, the Senate
as a whole passed most: of the committee's work along
to the conference and left it up to Sen. Long's antagonists
in that closed room to rescue the public interest. The
result is a biil that contains a great deal more than a
fiscal stimulus to the economy.
As social policy, probably the most important part of
the bill is the clause that gives the country a negative
income tax. Low-income families with children would
receive direct payments from the Treasury. This provision is a truly momentous precedent in welfare legislation.
At the other end of the spectrum; the ' bill also contains a massive benefit for the purchase of expensiye
houses. It provides a rebate to the purchaser along exactly the same lines that the automobile companies followed
this winter, and for the same reason-to cut unsold
inventories. But the automobile companies were spending their own money. Why should the taxpayer provide
rebates to bail out building developers who are stuck
with unsold houses? Sen. Long seemed to feel strongly about it, but the best that can be saic ·:.or it is that
this piece of philanthropy to the building industry will
last only to the end of the year.
The repeal of the depletion allowance is a highly
significant gain for the principle of fair taxation. The
perpetuation of the allowance for the relatively small
producers is a concession to the peculiar idea that tax
law ought to di5criminate against wealthy people investing in big companies, in favor of equally wealthy people
investing in middle-range companies. Incidentally, if the
depletion allowance is wrong fol' oil, ought it not also
be abolished for coal and all the other products to which
it still applies? The depletion allowa~ce rewards a high
rate of production, rather than exploration or dE:velop.
ment, and undercuts the whole idea of resource conservation toward which the country ought to be moving.
· Sen. Vance Hartke (D-Ind.), Congress' leadmg protectionist, managed to get a careless Senate to accept
his amendments attacking the foreign profits of American corporations. The main target was oil pwfits, but the
actual effects would have been much wider. Here again,.
the conference reduced the Senate's language to more
cautious and precise terms.
For President Ford, the great question is whether to
veto the bill. He is entitled to spend a few days grumbling and reproaching Congress. PBut at a time when the
recession is apparently still getting worse, a veto would
inflict upon the country another couple of months of
uncertainty and drifting. As stimulus, the bill is needed
now. As oocial amt f?Mnomic policy, its merits outwei~h
t!::c defects. The bi!! de.>erves the Pre::.ident's signature.
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THENEWSPAPER is an institution <leveloped by mOdetn civilization to
pr_ssent the news o( the day, to foster commerce 'nd industry,
to inform and lead publi~ opinion, and to furnish that check upon
government which no constitution has ever been able to pfovide. ·
--THE TRIBUNE CREDO

A tax break for everyo1ie • • •
Well, Santa Claus has come early · rels of 'oil a «Jay, but it will be pbai;ed
this year. There is a little something
down to 15 per cent by 1:!84.
~or everyone in the antil'ecession tax
Perhaps the worst part of the bill is
·cuts that bave been approved by Con·
the tax ctedit of 5 per cent of the cost
gress and sent to the White House.
of a new home, up fu a maximum of
True, the House members of the Sen·
$2,000. This credit applies only to those
who buy a new house between March
ate-House coruerertce· committee did
13 and Dec. 31, 1975, and only il conmangg~ tn lmlt:l the tax reductions to
st.ruction was started. before March 25.
· $24.8 billion instead of- the $33 billli>n
This credit will no doubt help home
voted by the Senate. Even a· penny·· builders dispose of their Inventory of
more would have been wildly inflation·
new homes, now estimated at 401,000,
ary, and even as it ill, we'z:e going to
but it is unlikely to eneourage much
have to keep our fingers trossed:· · ·
· new housing construction. This ls t.M
The legislation provides a ·rebate of' · sort of special interest legislation that
1974 iaxes of between $100 and $200 for · has soured many taxpayers on the.abilmost individual . taxpayers. For 1975
ity of Ccngress . to. act responsibly on
there are incr~ases in, the standard and
behalf of ~ ma~nty ~f the people•.
mipimum standard·deductions, a gene~. If ~nt Ford signs the legislaal credit of $30 for each exemption
tion! ~t \\-~ be up to <:ongress and the
claimed, tmd a special low income tax -:Q.ministration to do their best to see t~~
credit, or negative t~ for .the working
1t ~oesn't create. a ~w and more sen·
poor. Social. Security and welfare recipo~s out~ o~ i:'1flabon. The combina·
ients will receive a special botms of $50- hon of a 125 billion tax cut and an $80
each.
· - . : .. ;
to ~100 billion federal deficit is, in,our
· . · ·· .
• opinion, antireCession overJdll. ·. . . .
· For bus~ss, ~ess has raised _the
We therefore ilrge President Ford to
. Investment tax credit to 10 per ~~t
Insist on the moratorium on new spend·
f~m 7 .per cent .[4 per cent for. ~tilling that~ pro~ in his State of the
ties] for 1975 and !976. Small business
Union message.. t>espit.e our economic
gets a tax break tbru lower rates on
power the Vtet Nani Viar .showed that
the first $25,000 of income.
our ~my could not provide both
Major oil companies" WiiI J0se their·
and bu1ter wit.M."f, unacceptabie
~ax exemption from the first 22 per • inflati~ Uniess federal spending. is
cent of income bas~ on deplet!on of
held down, and tightly, we're afraid
resources. Smaller independent prod~
there will be no way to escape a new
ers [those with no retail outlets 8!!d no
surge of inflation in a ·year or so that
more than one refm«YJ wm retain the
will make us look back to the recent 10
depletl~ altow~ce on u_p .t.o 2,000 baror U pu ~rate with a noW!1gic sigh.
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, Since it is incumbent on the govern- }'1~ment to find ways
cut e.xceSiive
7-\ spending, one of the worst things the
~· country could be saddled with now is
the irresponsible farm bill approved 57
to 25 l>Y the Senate. The three-year
Senate bill contains even more economic horrors than the one-year bill aP"
proved recently by the House.
The cost to taxpayers of the Senate
• measure is estimated by the Department of Agriculture-.at more than $1U
billion. That's an average of more than
$& billion a year, or more than 50 per .
cent more than earlier f~ programs
were costing as recently as 1972. Last
year farm subsidies were below $500
million, as farmers were freed under
the 1973 Farm Act to produce {or market incentives insteacl of government
price guarantees.
Supporters" of the bill contend that
market -incentives have seriously eroded and that higher price guarantees
are needed to encour~ge farmer& t.o
produce. big crops and Ulereby hold
doWn consumer foOd prices. llut undei' - ·
the Senate bill much of the cost of food
would not be refleeted in supertnarket

to

~~

priee tags. It- would ·oe

•

~promptly._

I

"j .

I

•
I

is oJJ.>~c~~ ~"'

taxpayers as a "hidden" eost, thnJ the
$19.6 billion in subsidies.
Even these costs would :·not include
another $1 billion or so a year that
consumers would have to pay in" Oligher'
prices for milk and other dairy products. Price guarantees authorized for
dairy farmers wOuld boost consumer
prices by about 8 centS a gallon £or
milk, 10 cents a pound for cheese, an(j .
~ cents a pourid for. butter. Such ex,.
u5Sive price guarantees not only .are
un~ to assure an adequate sup..·
ply of milk,. but they surely ~ould turn
off consumer~. reduce demand, and
thus force the government to buy and
store mounting surphises.
One of the worst aspects of this -bill
that is designed to help farmers iii that
it wduld actually damage agriculture
by pricing American farm prodqcts otJt
of foreign markets. That is what happened un<Jer former high farm subsidy
• programs. Foreign markets are vital to

..

the economic health of American agriculture.
The same objections apply to the
House bill. Tho it would cost less, it
would still be inflationary and wouid
mean renewed ·government mtrusion
into the farm busine5$. Fortunately. the
vote for the House bill was 22 short of
the number "needed to sustain a Presi·
dential veto:
That would i;eem / oo bidicate that
President .Ford can block thi5 absurd
assault on . the economyl . _tro ·matter
what kind of comproin:ise emerges
from the joint ~nate-l!ouse con.ference
cotnmittee. The president should veto
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REVIEW & OUTLOOK
A_ :ickey ~lonse Tax Cut
In pondering whether or not to included a provision saying the credveto th~ Mickey Mouse tax-cut legis- it could only apply if the seller certi·
lation that Congress is sending him, fied the house had not previously
President F ord should not trap him- been listed at a lower price. Of
self into looking at it in terms of course, this can be circumvented if
whether it does more good than the house is not yet listed or if the
harm. 1£ he does so, we could easily selling price is lower than the list
see how he could rationalize putting price, a circumstance that happens
his name to the bill: The country now and then in house sales. All this
has been waiting for a tax cut. He in the name of stimulating the econ·
himself has said that "speed" was omy.
Similarly, giving a $50 bonus to
of the essence. Even though the legislation looks like a mess, maybe it Social Security recipients is just an '
Easter gift to the old folks, one that l
is somehow better than nothing.
has
to be paid for with future taxes
Rather, the President should look
upon the present moment as the last and-or inflation. Ending the oil-degenuine opportuhity he will have to pletion allowance would be proper if
have a real impact on the course of price controls and petroleum alloca·
the economy between now and, say, tion were ended, too, but the DemoNovember of 1976. Once he puts his crats insist they won't let that hap;name t.o this bill, he will have com· pen. The provision that clips the
mitted himself to sit back for multinational corporations by re·
months on end to observe its impact du~ing tax pre£erences on foreign·
on the economy, and should the source income is actually destruceconomy not respond, the Demo- tive to both U.S. economic interests
cratic Congress inevitably will insist and global economic efficiency; for
on trying to spend the country out of every $1 the companies are
recession. And it is hard to see how "forced" to bring home, there will '
he would then be in a political posi· be $1 pushed out of the United
tion to resist. Even his.GOP support- States, and organized labor will only
ers on the Hill would become frantic kid itself into thinking it had somehow helped stopped the "export of
t>.bout the npproach c! the 1976
tions and brush off Ford vetoes of jobs."
If the President vetoed all of this, spending bills. ·
what would he sacrifice in terms of
So he has to ask himself not economic stimulation? Some econowhether the bill does more good mists believe, as Lindley Clark re· 1l
than harm, but whether this is the ports on page one today, that the I
one Ford economic measure ' that economy has already bottomed out, 1
will prove durable and responsible. in which case further stimulus is C
Will it set the stage for a recovery likely to cause further inflation. If c
with less inflation? Will it not only you are not carried· away by such f
expand consumption, but also iD.vite optimism, it's still hard to see how
productive investment, now and the bill would provide new incen- ~·
over the next few years? If the bill is tives to reverse the slide in indu~
8
&> badly designed that it can't possi·
trial product.ion.
r
bly do any of this, the net result will
Will the economy be stimulated n
be a general disillusionment with simply by running up the govern- l
the tax-cuttilig approach and a fur- ment deficit, taking money from the ;
ther movement toward central eco- private sector by borrowing and
nomic planning and stagnation.
handing it out to the private sector
Looked at in this light, the bill in gifts? How can the investment tax
cries out for a veto. The economy credit, applying to buying new ma- 1,
cries out for a good clean tax bill chinery but not to putting existing
passed six weeks ago. The Congress machinery to work, stimulate until
instead set out to pass welfare legis· we are already out of recession?
lation disguised as a tax cut. In eco- What stimulus there is in the bill
nomic terms, the bill stimulates con.: comes from simply reducing the tax
sumption without also ·providing the rate, allowing workers and busicorrect incentives to invest and pro- nesses to keep more of the money
duce, v;hich is only a recipe for fu. they make. But this is a relatively
ture inflation. In welfare terms, the small portion of the bill.
bill is a refugee from Disneyland.
The President has very little to
The Mickey Mouse character of lose economically, and almost noth·
the bill is best illustrated by the $2,· ing to lose politically, by vetoing the
000 handout for buying a new house. bill and coming back with a sensible
The Senate passed this brainstorm, counter-p~l. I£ the Democrats
and the House-Senate conferees rec· override hl~ veto it will he t.he n..m.
ognized that they had to do some· ocrats alone stuck with the ecot hing to limit the damage it would nomic results of the bill. l£ they
:produce. So they had it apply only to can't override, they will be forced to
house!'l built or under construction address themselves to a sensible
but not yet occupied. Since someone countcr-p?OJ>OSal, and the result
recognized that this was legislating would certainly be an improvement
as much as a $2,000 increase in the on the caricature Mr. Ford is now
price of such houses, the conferees contemplating.
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THE EASTER-BASKET BILL

I
f

Congress rammed through its $25 billion catch-all
package of tax reductions and rebates on Wednesday, but
the millions of potential beneficiaries had helter wait a bit
before planning how to spend .'. f
their gift.
1l
There is a distinct possibility
as of now that President Gerald
Ford will dash dreams of a quick
dividend by vetoing the scheme.
The President is unhappy
about the proposal on two counts.
One is its sheer size-$9 billion
more than he originally sought
for economic stimulation.
Even more objectionable to
the White House are some specific provisions thrown into the
pot to benefit certain special inSen. Muskie
terests.. Among these are the oil
depletion allowance repealer, a $50 gift to each of the 30
million per<1ons receiving Social Security, a $2,000 tax
credit for new-home buyers; and a negative income tax
for "the working poor."
By stubbornly insisting on these grab-bag items, the
lawmakers have (1) distorted the original purpose of the
legislation, (2) endangered swift action on the kind of rea~onahle tax relief that i~ nei>nPd, .and (~) opPne<l t~., '~'<>Y
for a huge boost in the already disastrously large impending budget deficit.
Mr. Ford originally predicted a gap for the next fiscal
year of about $52 billion. But officials now regard $80
billion as a "more realistic" figure, and there is talk of
~
an out-of-this-world $100 billion red-ink splurge if Con- gress piles on extra\'.agant giveaways while slashing
revenue:;.
'·
· Even Sen: Edmund Muskie (D-Maine), no tightwad,
is-
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PEDDLING THE ECONOMY LINE
-:-to his colleagues, and urging them to put the brakes on
new spending programs.
Muskie heads the Senate Budget Committee. It was
established last year, along with a counterpart in the
House, to impose s~me reason and order on the chaotic
appropriations circus in (',ongress.
The two panels are supposed to assess prospective income, review old programs and new propositions, andby the middle of May~put a ceiling on outlays.
If Muskie hopes to make his body a use.ful force for
fiscal sanity, he had better get a move on. The spendthrifts have both hands in the public coffers already, and
are well on the way to indulging in an unprecedented spree.
Muskie had hardly sounded his alarm when the
Senate appro\:ed an-

0 UTLAND ISH, OUTRAGEOUS
-"emergency" three-year farm-support bill which virtuaUy grants farmers unlimited grazing privileges at
the U.S. Treasury.
'l'his snappy little number covers just about everything that grows, and contains an automatic escalator
ciause whkr will boost "floor'' ;>rices annually. Agriculture
DPp~rbuPnt offid!ll~ e"'timate it mig-ht c .;., ~!~ bi!Iior..
P1·esident Ford should be prnpared to thwart this steal
if it gets to him.
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WILLIAM F. SCHMICK.JP.,, hb\lsller • rAUL A.. BAl'lKER, Man•&illg Editor " J.R.L. STERNE, Editorial Page Editor

··'---------------------------------.T11e Easter Basket Tax Bill
The Easter tax baEket the congressional bunny
sent the President contained some rotten eggs, but
Mr. F(lrd, ,;espite some grimaces, may have to acCept it. He was the one, after all, who put the em·
pbasis on speed, speed, speed to stimulate the sagging eeonomy, and now he is somewhat caught up in
"his own rhetoric. A veto could cause considerable
economic uncertainty and confusion. As a Capitol
Hill veteran, Mr. Ford had to know that even in the
· best ef circumstances a tax bill passing through
Russell Long's Senate Finance Committee is bound
to acquire that mixture of special interest previ, ;sions and demagogic gimmicks that are are the
Louisiana senator's stock in trade. They have appeared year after year on the Christmas Tree tax
bills emerging from Mr. Long's committee, and
there was no reason to expect an Easter Basket bill

mark is a 5-percent home-purchase· credit, up to a
maximum of $2,000, on new houses built or under
construction as of last Tuesday and purchased be·
tween March 12 and December 31, 1975. Merely
stating the provisions sho\vs how capricious this
$600-inillion measure is; Congress would have been
better advised to enact the $1.3-billion lliortage subsidy bi!! pending in th~ House. Another rotten egg is
the $100-million Tunney plan to raise from $IB,OOO
to $35,000 the income limit under which working
mothers can make itemized tax deductions for child
care and household services.
Tucked away in the Easter basket are several
eggs long tossed about by tax reformers that proba. bly deserve to be hatched under better circumstances. Most striking is the $5.2-billion pro\tision
givi!lg a $30 tax credit on 1975 taxes to virtually evt" i¥I "''"" ;, nifi4''!"ecl
.
ery taxpayer. Althou2h this is only a one·vear break,
. . In terms of size the new tax m~ is close to
it could be the first step toward a switch from de·
.the outer limits most cautious economists would
ductions to credits that would tend to benefit large
recommend in trying to counter the recession with·
families in low and middle income groups. This is a
out re-igniting inflation. Mr. Ford himself asked a
matter worthy of more discussion. Another is the
•16.2-billion decrease in taxes, later indicating he
$1.7-billion amendment by Senator John Pastore
·would go along wlth something more. But how much
that will provide a $50 payment to all Social Securimore? The measure now on the President's desk
ty recipients. This again raises the question of
would reduce individual and business taxes $24.8
whether Social Security should be financed from
billion, not counting a $2 billion offset in higher oil
general or special fund-taxes.
industry taxes that the administration opposes. That
In defense of the new tax measure, let it be said
represents more than a 50-percent jump over the
that it goes a long way toward elimination of the oil
President's original request, which is disconcerting , depletion allowance-a perennial target cf tax re·
in light of the spending proclivities of the Democratformers. Let it be noted that it increases investment
1
,! le Congress. Senator Edmund Muskie, chairman of credits and lowers corporation taxes, especially for
.the new Senate Budget Committee, has seen fit to
small business, to a degree that could expand job
warn against "an express train momentum" that
openings and cut unemployment. Let It be commended for its bipartisan initiative toward a negacould br:ing the fiscal 1976 budget deficit close to the
$100-billion horror evoked by the administration.
tive income tax, a potential alternative to the welEven if the President accepts the size of the confare system. Finally, let it be stressed that in devisgressional Easter basket, he should alert the country
ing a short-term boost for the economy it is better to
to its contents-especially thi items dropped in by
do so by tax cuts than through new spending pro.:
grams that spawn long-lived bureaucracies.
the Senate. One bearing Mr. Long's inimitable trade-
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Tho l\1onitor's viovt

Tcols for recovery
Congress deserves kudos for
hammering out and stoutly push·
ing through a tax-cut bill. The
$22.8 blllion package to fight re·
cession is, on balance, good and it
is to be hoped the President will
soon sign it into law.
With unemployment still run·
ning at more than 8 percent and
the economy sagging, a speedy tax
relief is in order. It is supported by
both conservative and liberal
economists, by labor, and by ln·
dustry. Apart from its tangible
benefits, it should help boost pub·
Uc confidence and provide a better
psychological climate for economic recovery.
It is true that the size of the tax
reduction 1s some $7 billion
greater than Mr. Ford wanted.
But the economy has plummeted
far fa.'lter and deeper than White
House advisers forecast. The loss
of GNP is now running at a rate of
$175 billion or so a year.
The salient feature of the bill ls
that it wlll put money quickly into
the hands of the buying public. The
rebate of between $100 and $200 for
taxpayers means almost everyone
will receive something. The $50
payment to social security and
welfare recipients was in part
polltlcally motivated but nonethe·
less, as a one-shot benefit, makes
that much more money available.
An intriguing feature of the
·program is the provision of a cash
payment to low-income persons
who owe no tax. The general
concept of the so-called "negative
income tax" ls gaining support as
a viable alternative to the very
complex, bureaucratized costly
system of social welfare benefits.
It ts favored by many conserva·
. tlves as well as liberals and de·
serves serious consideration in the
overall welfare debate.
Some items in Congress's tax
bill are regrettable. One is the tax
credit for house purchasers up to a
maximum of $2,000. Housing already receives a big subsidy in the
form of the allowable deduction of
mortgage interest from taxable
income. A better way to help the
homebuyer and the housing in·
dustry would have been to subsidize mortgage loans or, better
still, to give savings and loan
institutions more freedom in set·
Ung variable interest rates !"!'
home mortgages.
Removal of the oil depletion
allowance for the major producers

is a long-overdue and welcome
move. A phase-down of the allowance to 15 percent for smaller
companies by 1984 is better than
keeping the allowance altogether.
But it is still an unnecessary
subsidy· to so-called "small" producers, many of whom are sizable
businesses whose return on equity
capital last year exceeded 25 per·
cent.
As President Ford now consld·
ers the blll, it ls happifying to note
that the worst of the problem of
inflation seems to be over. It is no
longer running at a double-digit
level and is expected to come
down to between 5 and 6 percent in
the next year or two.
Meanwhile, the Federal Reserve Board has come around to
priming the economy again, ex·
panding the money supply at a
rate of about 11 percent. This·
policy - combined with the tax·
reduction package - should provide the moderate stimulus necessary to reverse the downward
slide and get the economy moving
once again. It will be a long haul
ii.h~uu - pt:du,.vs u couple u1 yea1 ::s
- but the tools for getting started
are now at hand.
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The Tax Bill: ·Better. No\v Tha11 Later
The $.22.8 billion tax-cut bill is not as good as it <:reases in the higher minimum and regular ·st.ai1should be, but it isn't as bad as it could be, either. dard deductions pennitted to taxpayers.
The President should not veto but sign it. The
So far, so good But the bill has o'Oe utterly cynir.
country's economy needs the quick kick it will cal feature, and another for which .unconscion~Jc
give. l
• •.
is barely too strong a word. The first is a one-time
Most economists, including some in the Adm.inis- - $50 payment for those retired persons on sod al
tration, think the size of the tax cut is jYst about security and related programs. Not that many don't ..
right to do the job, usefully bigger than the $16 bil- need every cent they cz..n g,~t-many do-but ~o- .
.. lion cut 'proposed by Ford. By itself the cut should cial security payments are now fix ea to com pen· ...
not swell.the deficit to unacceptable proportions; sate for inflation; another substantial increase is ·
that ha7..ard arises chiefly not from the cut but due in June. The precedent is a bad one. and·it. js
·; from the conglomeration.of spending·programs ·.political in the worst sense of the word. .
proposed in Congress. They can and should be · . The other outrageously shabby feature is the ~%
dealt with later.
: , .·. .
. ;
tax deduction for taxpayers purchaslng new houses
: Several aspects of tbe bill are especially worth· already built or under construction. This provision
while. The oil depletion allowance section elimin· is a $600 million subsidy for builders and banks
,
ates the loophole for the· biggest oil companies..: stuck with unsold houses. It is·as pw·e an example
while maintaining but gradually reducing it for the · ·of special-interest legislation as you'll find: it dis- •
smallf'.r~ The changes in tax policy for multination- torts the market1>Iace by favoring one distressed 'Jl
al corporations are not punitive, as proposed in the- sector over another, favors well-to-do buyers over :t
Senate, but merely att~pt to make adjustment::!! the Jeg,,c; affluent buyers and buyers ·over renters, ;
for equity. though exactly how .t hey will applr and scarcely achieves what it P'l.il'FOrts to co in the
·;remains to be seen.·The lowering of corporate way of stimulating coru."truction.
·
~es for the smallest businesse; b usef~ as is the:
It i:; a good ex.ample of th~ brtd 1ciT1tl nf lpt~l:!lincrease in the tax rewards for business expansion;.
Congress has done with this ta.x bill. Instead of ; .
·the hard-pressed utilities are sensibly given a spe- passing a quick, clean bill that gave the economy .~(
~ ~ for expansion.
the needed jolt and reserving changes in the tax ~i
As for individual taxpayers,. giving the biggest structure for later, Congress, no doubt inevitably,
breaks to the poorest, who have suffered most combined the two; the choice is this now, or some~
from inflation, is just, although justice need not thing else later.
.
have been affronted, and indeed the economy
We think this now is preferable. Speed is the
would have been given a stronger stimulus. bad essence; a veto could delay a tax bill as long as ~
the wealthier taxpayers be~n given a larger break, month. The economy is beginning to recover; it
too, as Ford proposed.. The tax credit on 1975 in- needs the actual and psychological lift the signing l
comes is one way, and not a bad way. to compen- of this bill would pro,,ide. And there is great risk a :f
sate for the way inflation has taken its toll by second tax bill would contain even-more special-!:
pushing wage earners into higher and higher tax interest legislation than this one. As hastily written J
brackets. ';I'o the same ·end are the permanent. in- tax bills go, it's an accepta~ compromise.
·
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An AcCeptfible
Tax·:;Bill U.:·~¥~
hfg· .

There is no way of knowing preclSely bow
income by multi-national corpo~tions; but--~~~
a tax reduction is needed to get the economy
. moderate hike approved by the conferees is a -:i
back on its feet~ while af the same time' a'Voidirig~
. far cry from the heavy jolt the Senate bill would. '..
new inflationary pressures. The legislation that
,have administeI'ed. While these provisions. will ·
arrived on President Ford's .desk· Wednesday
··· ~t the oil industry about $2 billion a year, the ·1
night certainly is of massive size, and contains
overall measure provides a substantial ($4.8 bil- ~
some objectionable features. But on balance., we
lion) tax break for business in general, mainly •
believe the President should sign it~·
;. -· ' , "'; ,.; by increasing the investment tax credit. U Con-The $22.8 billion net reduction iS a
-~~gress ~has to rehash the matter. there is a
higher than the $16 billion recommended by
_ chance that it will get even tougher with the oil 1
President Ford, yet it is considerably smaller
companies_
- ".
· ,. ·.,
than the nearly $.Jl;billion monstrosity tbat the
The size of _the tax· reduction in the overall..
Senate. had pieced together last week. House
package apparently.is Ford's main concern. But
and Senate Conferees sCuttled Or limited many
the $22.8 billion figure, in our Opinion,. is within I
of the iITesponsible provisions the Senate had
an·acceptable range. The spread of red ink in -1
included.
the federal budget certainly is something to give ,
We still don't like the idea of giving a tax
anyone pause, but there is the possibility that it j
credit of up to $2;000- to buyers: of· new homes.
Ford Vetoes the bill. the· tax reduction will go ,
Trying· to stimulate the housing industry by
even higher -in the next congressiorial go-' • i
means that are patently inequitable· to most taxaround. U the present bill goes into law. mem-: l
payers is not good policy. Fortunately. the con-,.~
bers of Congress ought _to be extremely careful -~
fetees limited its appliction to new houses that..
about approving.new spending programs. Budwere completed or under construction· as of
get deficits, if projections are anywhere near
March 25.
·
.accurate..aregetting clearly out of hand-:.:...
The negative income tax feature, which is not
But the most important element that Ford has
a tax reduction but an outright grant of-cash to·~·tO· consider is· the-effect the tax reduction will
many in the low-income bracket. also is a highly:
have ·on the economy. While a few argue that the
questionable innovation. We tend roagree with
economy will ·right itself without interference,
Secretary-of the Treasury William -Simon that
.the vast ,majority of -economists and- financial
this amounts to a ..new 'welfare program" thatf~- experts agree that·a-taxreduction--a substanmay lead-to escalating·governmental spending · ~l o~e. - is of utm~t ~~~;.· Whatever j
on a scale that few now envision. Sh.nilarly, the
signs exist that an ecollOIDJC upswmg may be on
$50 grant lo Social Security recipients (scaled;';'.~ the ·way-are there, in large measure. because of
down from the $100 the Senate wanted) is a bad:;~-·~ the belief that the government is going to take
precedent. - ·
·· ~
decisive _a ction to ·stimulate business activityl
The repeal of the oil depletion allowance for ~
and consumer buying.
.
the major oil companies, .which, President Fonr> ' If Fo~ vetoes the legislation.before him and appears to·be concerned· about; .is."something.::the-veto is upheld, there is no telling howJong it
that is long overdue. The Presidentis said to be
would take Congress to put together another t
bothered also by increa.Ses in· taxes on foreign:~~;,_t· .:·~·~need is now.
·
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SIGNING STATEMENT, TAX REDUCTION ACT OF 1975 -- H.R. 2166

On January 16, 1975, I proposed a $16 billion reduction in taxes

to help initiate economic recovery at the earliest possible date.

On March 26, 1975 -- approximately 10 weeks later -- the Congress

passed the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 (HR 2166) providing a tax cut of

$22.8 billion -- more than $6-1/2 billion higher than my original proposal.

In the two and one-half months that the country has waited for

Congressional action, the need for economic stimulus has lessened --

not increased.

The legislation is weighted down with extraneous and undesirable

prov is ions •

The bill increases the standard deduction.

legislation in the language of a tax cut.

a bonanza.

It approves welfare

The housing credit is nothing but

- 2 -

The "extras" in the Congressional legislation add up to about

515 billion.

It further eliminates six million persons from the tax rolls.

The bill provides a serious obstacle to real tax and welfare reform.

:2xcept for independent producers, the measure eliminates the oil

depletion allowance.

It thus reduces capital available for energy programs.

These new burdens imposed on the taxpayers by the Congress raise

:?J.ese serious questions: (1) how to turn off the stimulus later on and

(2.)

how to prevent large inflation-inducing deficits in later years?

Apart from the considerations which I have listed., there is another

£actor that must be weighed.

It became apparent to me in recent weeks

.

:hat the Congress would not enact the $17 billion expenditure deferrals

a:id .recissions that I proposed in my February budget.

The action of the Congress in passing this bill threatens to place

:!!e economy in even greater danger than before.

It is on the way to

c:reating a massive budget deficit of $100 billion for fiscal 1976.

figure is double my budget proposals.

That

..

- 3 -

'

I have deliberated long and hard and even anguished about this

legislation.

Congress.

I had hoped for much more restraint and moderation by the

On balance, my decision is based on what is best for the

American people.

Let me elaborate on my reasons:

I promised the American people and the Congress that I would --

to

t~e

best of my ability -- conciliate, compromise and cooperate with the

Congress.

That is the spirit in which I have approached the legislation.

-- For ten long weeks, I have publicly insisted that the Congress

act on tax cut legislation.

I chided inaction.

The Congress has finally

acted -- even overreacted, I might add.

-- Although I am confident that the Congress would

sust~in

a veto of

this bill, I am not so sure it would quickly enact a more responsible bill.

It is essential that we initiate the economic recovery process at once.

,-- Action' will help greatly in restoring the confidence of the American

people in the economy and in government.

The climate for recovery will be better.

..

•

i'
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-- This is a one-year bill.

It provides an opportunity for change.

New tax reform and welfare legislation for the long haul can be accom-

plished in a more deliberate manner.

Further disagreements and differences

may be worked out during this time.

· -- Agreement on the tax cut -- particularly a reduction greater

than the Administration proposed -- must provide the basis for further

agreement and conciliation between the President and the Congress:

There must be no new spending programs.

In short, the Congress must draw the line on new spending now.

Or I must do it.

I will veto all new spending legislation.

overruns in my appropriation requests.

not rise higher.

economy.

I will veto any significant

It is imperative that the deficit

New inflation must not be inflicted on the people and the

Instead of less unemployment, more spending will dig a bigger

hole of unemployment in the economy.

... " .

- 5 -

In whatever actions taken, the American people must be secure

in the knowledge that their government has acted in their best interests.

I know the Congress had this in mind in enacting HR 2166.

For that reason,, I sign this legislation,, confident that the Congress

will join me in holding additional spending in check in the best long-range

interests of all the American people.

#

#

#

THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

March 28, 1975

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT
FRO.M:

L. WILLIAM SEIDMAN

,,
i1

SUBJECT:

TAX CUT BILL

I recommend you sign the tax bill with a statement making
the following points:
1.

A tax cut is economic action of the right type-stimulus through taxes rather than expenditures-at the right time--now.

2.

It is a measure which will help to restore confidence.

3.

It is the first step in your economic program as set
forth in your State of the Union Message. Passage of
the tax bill indicates that Government is not stalemated but can act. We should take credit for the tax
cut initiative.

4.

It provides a foundation for the second step in your
economic program-~NO NEW SPENDING PROGRAMS. Signing
the tax cut should be accompanied by a call for a
least three month observation period to permit us to
see the effects of the stimulus. Your veto power
should be used in the real battle--holding down Federal
spending.

5.

The defects of the bill are not fatal because:
(a)

It is a one year bill. Renewal of provisions in
the bill should be meshed with overall tax reform.
You can call for such an approach on the basis of
the need for more deliberate decision making than
was evidenced by Congress in their passage of
the tax bill.

(b)

The earned income credit, while undesirable, does
have several good points:

II

l
II

2

(1)

It requires work in order for individuals
to qualify for payments.
In this sense it
does not represent a straight welfare program.

(2)

It does not entail the creation of a new
agency or additional bureaucracy. It is
simply a tax provision.

I find these difficulties in writing a convincing veto speech;
1.

Size - A veto based on the size of the tax cut would be
effective only if we really want to argue that there
·should be not tax cut. The amount is close to that
recommended by your Labor-Management Committee.

2.

Bad provisions - A veto based on bad provisions in the
bill would be difficult to explain to the public.

3.

Permanence - A veto on the basis that the bill contains
permanent provisions would be hard to make since
technically virtually all the provisions (except for
the investment credit which we support) are for one year.

4.

No longer necessary - There is no compelling existing
evidence that a tax cut is no longer necessary.

5.

Prevents reform of tax and welfare systems - This is
the most serious defect but it can be met by a challenge
to the Congress to act responsibly in dealing with
these issues when the provisions in the tax bill are
up for renewal.

MAR 2 8 1975

Date:
MEMORANDUM FOR:

SECRETARY SIMON

From:

Dale S. Collinso~
Deputy Tax Legislative Counsel

Subject:

Fifty Dollar Payments

!%. /
.(

Attached is a memorandum prepared

d"'

i~tlie

Off· e of

the General Counsel which confirms that a separate appropriation will be required to implement the Tax Cut
Bill's provision for a $50 payment to social security
recipients. This raises the following problems and
options:
·
-- To the extent that the payment provision can
be nullified through lack of an appropriation; a veto
grounded in part on the payment provision would be
less credible.
-- Because of necessity to await appropriation,·
issuance of the $50 payment checks could come much
later than the rebate checks, with adverse public
relations effects and delay of ~he desire~ s.tilll:lllus.
-- In conjunction with the required.further
Congressional action, it is possible that provision
will be made for payments to government and military
retirees who are ineligible for social security, which
would increase cost but would also a~guably increase
equity.
·
Necessity for further Congressional action
creates option for President, if he signs the.Tax Cut
Bill, ·to indicate (1). that he will oppose implementation of the payment provision, or (2) that action on
any ·appropriation measure will be considered in conj unction with the Congress' resp.onse to his proposal
for a 5 percent ceiling on cost of living adjustments.
cc:

Richard Albrecht
Ernest Christian, Jr.

Initiator

Surname
~itia Is

Date
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UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

Department of the Treasury
Washington, D.C. 20220

Memorandum
TO

Richard R. Albrecht
General Counsel

FROM

Wolf Haber ·. . · .,
Assistant,General Counsel (ALFO)

SUBJECT:

DATE:

March 28, 1975

Responsibilities of the Secretary Pursuant to Section 702 of the
Tax Reduction Act of 1975

This responds to your oral request for a memorandum. on the subject
matter.
Section 702 of the Tax Reduction Act of 1975 (R.R. 2166, as set forth
in H. Rept. 94-120, 121 Cong. Rec. H2355 at 2366, March 26, 1975) provides
that the Secretary of the Treasury shall make a payment of $50 to each
individual who was otherwise entitled to a Social Security or Railroad
Retirement payment during March 1975. Such .payment is required to be made
by check, issued no later than August 31, 1975, based upon entitlement information furnished by HEW and the Railroad Retirement Board.
Section 702(d) reads:
(d) There are hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of
any funds in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, such sums
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this section.
Such language is typical language in substantive legislation which requires
an appropriation to be made before the funds authorized to be appropriated
may be expended.
The duty to make the payments is vested in the Secretary. He may, however, decide to assign the responsibility for carrying out this duty to any
officer, agency or employee of the Department, pursuant to Reo.rganization
Plan No. 26 of 1950 (31 U.S.C. 1001, note). While there is no current related function in the Department, it will be presumed that the Secretary will
assign the duty to the Bureau of Government Financial Operations, since it
is responsible for disbursing functions generally.
In view of the fact that an appropriation is necessary before payments
can be made, it will be incumbent upon the Department to initiate an appropriation request. Presumably, such appropriation should be a one-time,
special appropriation to B/GFO. While this Department initiates the appropriation request, it is transmitted to the Congress by the President after
the Office of Management and Budget has reviewed such request.

11010-11111

Buy U.S. Savings Bonds Regularly on tbt! Payroll Savings Plan

.
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The appropriation here in question is for the payments themselves.
Tilere appears to be no sum authorized for administration. Hence, the
Department may use any appropriation, which is otherwise available and
sufficient therefor (i.e. , "Salaries and Expenses," Bureau of Government
Financial Operations), to take all actions necessary to make the payments,
short of actually making them, prior to the special appropriation being
enacted.
The duty to make the payments is couched in terms not permitting
discretion •. Consequently, it will be necessary to obtain the information
required to establish the funds needed to make the payments; to initiate
a request for an appropriation in that amount; to take all steps necessary
to permit making the payments by check issued no later than August 31,
1975; and then to make the payments prior to August 31, 1975, if an appropriation is enacted prior to that time.
The President may, of course, choose not to submit a request for
appropriations to the Congress, or may choose to rescind or impound any
amount appropriated. Discussion of this aspect is considered beyond the
scope of this memorandum.
·
In closing, a quotation

fro~__ the

Conference Report may be in ?rder.

Tile conferees emphasize that these ($50] payments are not
social securi.ty benefits in any sense but are intended to provide to the ··_aged, blind, and disabled a payment comparable in
nature to the taX rebates which the bill provides to those who
are working. These payments, therefore, should be clearly
identifiable as Treasury Department payments and not be included in or confused with social security benefit checks.
(H. Rept. 94-120, 121 Cong. Rec. H2355 at 2371, March 26,1975;
Bracketed material added)

:(Bird)PT

March 28, 1975

TO THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES:

I am returning H. R. 2166 without my approval.

Although this bill provides needed economic stimulus, which

I sought for so many weeks, it makes profound and probably lasting changes

in the fiscal policies of this country.

These proposed changes, in my

judgment, were given wholly inadequate study by both Houses; some were

not subjected to even cursory committee hearings.

The result of the hasty and ill-considered additions to the basic

tax cut provisions make the present bill unacceptable in many respects.

First of all, the bill for the first time in history provides for

payments from general revenues to Social Security recipients and others.

This precedent- setting action might be justified as part of a thorough and

carefully considered program to restructure the basic Social Security

System.

But it cannot be justified on the basis of the consideration given

to it in the development of this bill.

(more)
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Second, the bill clearly establishes for the first time in our

history a negative income tax - - with government checks going automatically

to those earning incomes below a certain level.

This program, now

disguised as a tax measure might, again, be either justified or found

wanting if considered on its own merits.

But I believe it has no proper

place in a bill whose major purpose is a one-time effort to stimulate our

lagging economy.

Third, the bill provides a massive tax cut to bail out the housing

industry which, in my opinion, will invite demands for similar tax

assistance to other depressed sections of the economy.

Besides, there is

no compelling reason for taxpayers to assist builders who have unsold

houses.

If this measure is proper and necessary, which I believe it is not,

there is no evidence whatsoever in the record of the passage of H. R. 2166

to support such action.

Fourth, instead of a clean bill designed for a single imperative

purpose, we have a bill in which the major purpose is held hostage to the
(more)

.·

·.
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partial repeal of the long-controversial oil depleti()n allowance.

This

precipitate action cannot help but discourage exploring and drilling for

oil for the near term at a time when we should instead, use every tool

at our disposal to encourage such risk-taking.

The action can only be justified if it is considered as part of a

total program designed to seek energy self-sufficiency.

But it has no

place whatsoever in a bill designed to give the economy temporary economic

stimulus.

Fifth, the bill creates what are ostensibly temporary changes in

the income tax law by providing for a larger standard deduction and a

credit of $30 per taxpayer.

revenues.

Together,these two items lose about $8 billion in

And the history of such "temporary'' changes shows that they al-

most inevitably become a permanent part of the tax structure.

The first four specific objections I have to the present bill are

less significant, overall, than my major objection.

(more)

At a time when we

...

~

.
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are trying to bring inflation under control, this bill, by its profound

changes, is highly inflationary.

In addition, this Congress is showing evidence that it will

not agree to the $17 billion in expenditure deferrals I requested.

The

political attractiveness of additional spending programs continues to

grow, meanwhile, and some of the most pessimistic estimates of the

total budget deficits for this year and next are alarming.

Fiscal realists

see a sharply diminished hope that we can escape another ruinous round

of inflation, throttled credit markets, and a new recession worse than

the present one.

I ask the Congress to adopt instead of this bill a measure which

hews to a single purpose -- a one-time tax cut for all taxpayers along

the lines I have proposed.
Gerald R. Ford

#

#

#

1

-

Fellow Americans and fellow taxpayers:-:
Eleven weeks ago, in mid-January, I requested the new Congress to
pass -- as its first priority -- a simple $16 billion reduction in Federal income taxes in order to stimulate economic activity and put people
back to work.
I asked for a one-time rebate to individual 1974 taxpayers, up to

a maximum of $1000 -- enough to assist in the purchase of new cars, home
or im~rovement~iin§ b~esses and workers in areas that
appliances/11 1IS1m"'I'
el Ila
hXUBwaK~ffiliwMfiiiiili
bi1rsrer·
I also asked for JliiWt
have been especially hard-hit by the recession.
investment credits to encourage all businessmen and farmers

to expand and

make more jobs •.
Jobs were then and are now my main concern. Unfortunately, though
some other economic signs are improving, the employment ptctture remains
bleak.

I want most to help those who want to get

tive private jobs•

This can best be done by

cha~e U'D

a•p

ct our free enterpise system

back to work in

w1:.11illiY

~roduc

tax incentives to

not by government handouts and make-work

programs/ that go on forever.
Therefore, over the past few months I have repeatedly urged

Cong~eas

to get a simple tax cut bill on my desk before Easter -- one that would
restore some of the buying power American families lost to inflation and
rising prices in 1973 and 1974. My objective was to put money in the pockets of the American people promptly rather than having Congress

d~eam

up

new schemes for more money t 0 be spent by bureaucrats in Washington.
Last Wednesday, before recessing, Congress did pass a tax reduction
bill which is here before me.
finally ad 0 pted
The tax cuts JUiJiJ5iWSmt· by Congress represent a compromise between
the $16. billion I recommended in January and the $32. billion figure
by the Senate.

fixe~

I said that I would accept a reasonable compromise and this
loss
increased mm-* to the Treasury of some $6 billion ia within reason.
also
However, this bill/distributes the cuts diffently and, in my
adequate 1'9lief
opinion, fails to give ...
to the aiddle-income taxpayers

••i•··-·••

who already

contribute the biggest share of Federal

taxes~

But the most troublesome defect of this bill is the fact that
Congress added to an urgently neede4 anti-recession tax redbction a
lot of•w.Jf!tW?CIUfa.S~l~ljl. in our tax laws, some wel~intentioned
and s 0 ae very ill-considere.11 which should have waited for deliberate
action in committee hearings and full debate by all Members. Instea•
they were adopted in a hectic last-minute aession before lnlml'Ssingo
This is no way to legislate fundamental tax reforms, and Conagain
gress knows it. Upon their return, I will/ask the House and Senate to
work with me on a comprehensive review of our tax structure to eliminate
inequities and ensure adequate revenues in the future without crippling
economic growth.
I coB8end those Members of Congress who fought ' f 0r a clean
and uncomplicated tax cut to create more jobs and speed economic

~e:overyo

If I were still in the Bouse of Representatives I would have voted against
all amendments and to send

~this

bill back to co...:i.ttea for furtheir

cleaning up.
As President, however, I cannot under the Constitution acaept
part of this bill and reject the rest. It is before me on a take it or
eventually
leave it basis. Congr...,has gone h 0 ae. I believe ray veto would/be sustained but I am by no means sure that this Congress would send me back
a better bill -- it might be worse.
The people of this country need to know, right now, how to plan
their financial affairs for the rest of this year.

Farmers and businessmen

have already waited too long to find out what investments they can make
to improve their prdduction and put people back on the payroll. Confidenae
depends on certainty and uncertainty has clouded all financial planning
I announced
-~
since iw
'Ol 11\Y January plan for economic recoYery, Our econo~-eed•
the stimulus and support of a tax cut and needs it now.
I have therefore decided to sign this bill so that its economic:'
benefits can begin to work.
I do this despite its aerious drawbacks because most of them ar•

•••••

only enacted tor one year, and because I am hopeful the Congress •p••<
will
upon cal• reflection/have second thoughts about the worst of them • Any
damage they do is

outweighed~

in my judgment, by the urgent necessity of

an anti-recession tax reduction right now.
and they did,
Even if I asked Congress to send me a better bill, it would take
an0 ther month to get one back and I aannot in good conscience risk that
delay. But I will use that tiae to work with Congress to remedy the d.,.
in the dangerous
ficiencies not only in this bill, but ••••lll*Clli' actions and attitudes
t 0 ward huge Fed·eral deficits some Members have already shown in otheit
legislative decisions.
'ftte first part of
January -

8'

my

ec0no•ic recovery JleCOlllRlendations last

prompt tax cut of reasonable size -- has now becoae law.

The aecond and equally-important part was to restrain Federal spending
by cutting back Sl7 billion in programs already funded, a one-year moratorium on al? new Federal spending programs except in the critical field
of energy, and a 5 percent

ceiling on automatic 1975 cost of living

increases in -, governaent pay and pension systems.
So

far, these have been either ignored or rejected by the

IH.." ,.,

Congreaa. Now that we have reduced tax revenues by some l&(more than

than I proposed, we must m0 ve to reduce Federal spending in every
way we can. We cannot afford an0 ther round 0 t inflation due to giant
deficits that would cancel out all our gains in economic recovery.
Maybe I can show you the
situation better on this chart.

-5-

If Congress had accepted my January economic recovery
plan as presented in my State of the Union and Budget messages,
the eatimated federal deficit for fiscal year 1976 would have

-'$~
$"JI' billion

been about

as represented by this

This kind of a deficit

~s

column . {~ }

far too high but most of it

was brought about by mandatory federal payment programs already
on the statute books, by increased unemployment compensation
costs and reduced tax revenues due to the recession.

•

~:.. ~c. ,~

~ ~S~Jat::::y ~e:1
spending

1116

cu~, ~~~w.lii.Soo,.a.1W11ii11a:

deficit.

~esultiD& f r g ·

•

'l'lti:!J' pl as tlit!

$ 6 bill ion in reduced revenues..

1 zgcr LAX E4t9 than

As I look at the

~ew

~

zsasaasa•••;

~wing

the

spending legislation which committees

of the Congress are already seriously considering, I can easily
estimate another $20 billion to $25 billion added to the fiscal

-(~~

~

rb-ft ~~

1976 deficit.~ would bring~ to the enormous tntal of

~
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$100 billion.

Even the most expansive economists agree that

deficits of this magnitude are too dangerous to permit and
threaten another vicious spiral of runaway double digit in-

l_ f lation

~

which could well ruin our future economic la:e•i•

L

Interest rates, now starting down, would again soar
to double-digit level as the federal government borrowed from
the private money market to finance its $100 billion deficit.
Individual citizens would be unable to borrow money for new

~

homes, cars, and other needs.

Businesses, despite increased

tax credits> would delay investmen ~ and expansioi1 to put the
unemployed back to work.

The momentum of this new inflationary

surge would be almost impossible to check as the economy recovers

years.~!

and huge deficits would continue on into future

therefore,

am,

ser;i:go::;::ono~ that t~ i~~ f ~

1976 deficit can s 'f!e1y g o i i

will'e:~:ry

the Congress to add another dollar

t o~

attempt by

def icit by new spend-

i ng programs, however worthy they may appear.

I will make

'
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no exceptions except where our long-range national security
in t erests are involved as i n the atta.inment of energy independence.

-2
~:-

wil
- •

1
•

Pl

L Ulily veto new Sp.ending

Congress.

Sills atte-"'J!!-..@I...
__~.L_!l>
rs ..t:a t.Jt e
: ; ;
-;;$»•

warning signals indic

for

In short, in signing this bill I am keeping my promise
to reach a reasonable compromise with the Congress and to

dd s7~t to

provi d ea nee e

1

1

this is as far as I will

t h e economy.

go.~

~~
But/ .

bli\ that~

exercise prudence in our

fiscal affairs for the rest of this year, I am confident that

the present recession will soon retreat into

bistory ~If

Congress returns from its recess with new awareness of the deep
concern of the American people for <tttiiilid 'c caution and care
in steering our diff i cult economic course, we will ±each ca:'

frte~~ ~broad

highway of increasing

productivity and prosperity for all our people.

PRES I DENT'S TEl.EVIS ED REMARKS
ON THE TAX BILL

SATURDAY, MARCH 29, 1975

- I -

FELLOW AMERICANS AND FELLOW TAXPAYERS:
El£VEN WEEKS AGO, IN MID-JANUARY,

I REQUESTED

THE NEW CONGRESS TO PASS -- AS ITS FIRST PRIORITY -A SIMPLE SIXTEEN BILLION DOLLAR REDUCTION IN FEDERAL
INCOME TAXES IN ORDER TO STIMULATE ECONOMIC ACTIVITY
AND PUT PEOPLE BACK TO WORK.

L.

I ASKED FOR A ONE-TIME REFUND TO INDIVIDUAL

1974 TAXPAYERS, UP TO A MAXIMUM OF ONE THOUSAND DOLLARS

ENOUGH TO ASSIST IN THE PURCHASE OF NEW CARS, HOME

APPLIANCES OR IMPROVEMENTS, THUS HELPING BUSINESS AND

WORKERS IN AREAS THAT HAVE BEEN ESPECIALLY HARD-HIT BY

THE RECESS ION.

I ALSO ASKED FOR BIGGER INVESTMENT

CREDITS TO ENCOURAGE ALL BUSINESSMEN AND FARMERS TO EXPAND

AND MAKE MORE JOBS.

JOBS WERE THEN -- AND ARE NOW -- MY MAIN

CONCERN.

UNFORTUNATELY., THOUGH SOME OTHER ECONOMIC

SIGNS ARE IMPROVING., THE EMPLOYMENT PICTURE REMAINS BLEAK.

I WANT MOST TO HELP THOSE WHO WANT TO GET BACK TO WORK

IN PRODUCTIVE JOBS.

TH IS CAN BEST BE DONE BY

TEMPORARY TAX INCENTIVES TO CHARGE UP OUR FREE ENTERPRISE

SYSTEM -- NOT BY GOVERNMENT HANDOUTS AND MAKE-WORK

PROGRAMS THAT GO ON FOREVER.

THEREFORE, OVER THE PAST FEW MONTHS I HAVE

REPEATEDLY URGED CONGRESS TO GET A STRAIGHTFORWARD·

TAX CUT BILL ON MY DESK BEFORE EASTER -- ONE THAT WOULD

RESTORE SOME OF THE BUYING POWER AMERICAN FAMILIES LOST

TO INFLATION AND RISING PRICES IN 1973 AND 1974.

- ':J -

MY OBJECTIVE WAS TO PUT MONEY IN THE POCKETS OF THE AMERICAN
. PEOPLE PROMPTLY, RATHER THAN HAVING THE CONGRESS DREAM UP

NEW SCHEMES FOR MORE OF YOUR MONEY TO BE SPENT BY THE

GOVERNMENT IN WASHINGTON.

- 6LAST WEDNESDAY,, BEFORE RECESS 1NG,, THE CONGRESS

DID PASS A TAX REDUCTION BILL WHICH IS HERE BEFORE ME.
THE TAX CUT FINALLY ADOPTED BY THE CONGRESS

REPRESENTS A COMPROMISE BETWEEN THE SIXTEEN BILLION DOLLARS
.,
I RECOMMENDED IN JANUARY AND THE TH l RTY-TWO BILLION DOLLAR
FIGURE FIXED BY THE SENATE.

- 7I SAi D THAT I WOULD ACCEPT A REASONABLE COMPROMISE
AND THIS TWENTY-THREE BILLION DOLLAR TAX REDUCTION IS WITHIN
REASON.
HOWEVER, THIS BILL ALSO DISTRIBUTES THE CUTS
DIFFERENTLY AND,

IN MY OPINION, FAILS TO GIVE ADEQUATE RELIEF

TO THE MILLIONS OF MIDDLE-INCOME TAXPAYERS WHO ALREADY
CONTRIBUTE THE BIGGEST SHARE OF FEDERAL TAXES.

- 8 -

BUT THE MOST TROUBLESOME DEFECT OF TH IS BILL

IS THE FACT THAT THE CONGRESS ADDED TO AN URGENTLY NEEDED
ANTI-RECESS ION TAX REDUCTION A LOT OF EXTRANEOUS CHANGES

IN OUR TAX LAWS, SOME WELL-INTENTIONED BUT VERY I LL-CONSIDERED,
WHICH SHOULD HAVE WAITED FOR DELIBERATE ACTION IN COMMITTEE

HEARINGS AND FULL DEBATE BY ALL MEMBERS.

INSTEAD,

THEY WERE ADOPTED IN A HECTIC LAST-MINUTE SESSION BEFORE
RECESS ING.

- 9THIS IS NO WAY TO LEGISLATE FUNDAMENTAL TAX REFORMS,

AND EVERY MEMBER OF THE CONGRESS KNOWS IT.

RETURN,

UPON THEIR

I WI LL AGAIN ASK THE HOUSE AND SENATE TO WORK WITH ME

ON A COMPREHENSIVE REVIEW OF OUR TAX STRUCTURE TO ELIMINATE

INEQUITIES AND ENSURE ADEQUATE REVENUES IN THE FUTURE WITHOUT
CRIPPLING ECONOMIC GROWTH.

- 10 I COMMEND THOSE MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS WHO

FOUGHT FOR A CLEAN AND UNCOMPLICATED TAX CUT TO CREATE

MORE JOBS AND SPEED ECONOMIC RECOVERY.
IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,

IF I WERE STILL

I WOULD HAVE OPPOSED

EXTRANEOUS AMENDMENTS AND WOULD HAVE VOTED TO SEND THIS BILL

BACK TO COMMITIEE FOR FURTHER CLEANING UP.

- 11 -

AS PRES I DENT,, HOWEVER,,

I CANNOT UNDER THE

CONSTITUTION ACCEPT PART OF TH IS BI LL AND REJECT THE REST.

IT IS BEFORE ME ON A TAKE IT OR LEAVE JT BASIS.

CONGRESS HAS GONE HOME.

THE

I BELi EVE MY VETO WOULD

EVENTUALLY BE SUSTAINED BUT I AM BY NO MEANS SURE THAT

THIS CONGRESS WOULD SEND ME A BffiER BILL --

IT MIGHT BE WORSE.

- 12 THE PEOPLE OF THIS COUNTRY NEED TO KNOW, RIGHT NOW,

HOW TO PLAN THEIR FINANCIAL AFFAIRS FOR THE REST OF THIS YEAR.

FARMERS AND BUSINESSMEN HAVE ALREADY WAITED TOO LONG TO
FIND OUT WHAT INVESTMENTS THEY CAN MAKE TO IMPROVE THEIR

PRODUCTION AND PUT PEOPLE BACK ON THE PAYROLL.

CONFIDENCE

DEPENDS ON CERTAINTY -- AND WHILE THE CONGRESS DELIBERATED,

UNCERTAINTY HAS CLOUDED FINANCIAL PLANNING THROUGHOUT THE

COUNTRY.

OUR ECONOMY NEEDS THE STIMULUS AND SUPPORT

OF A TAX CUT AND NEEDS IT NOW.

- 13 I HAVE, THEREFORE,

DECIDED TO SIGN THIS BILL

SO THAT ITS ECONOMIC BENEFITS CAN BEGIN TO WORK.

I DO THIS DESPITE ltlE SERIOUS DRAWBACKS IN THIS
BI LL.

MOST OF THE DRAWBACKS ARE ENACTED ONLY FOR ONE YEAR.

I STRONGLY URGE MEMBERS OF THE CONGRESS TO CALMLY REFLECT

UPON THESE PROVIS IONS AND LET THE WORST EXPIRE.

HOWEVER,

ANY DAMAGE THEY DO IS OUTWEIGHED BY THE URGENT NECESSITY
OF AN ANTI-RECESS ION TAX REDUCTION RIGHT NOW.

- 14 EVEN IF I ASKED THE CONGRESS TO SEND ME A BffiER

BILL1

AND IT DID 1

IT WOULD TAKE TOO LONG A TIME TO GET

ONE BACK AND I CANNOT IN GOOD CONSCIENCE RISK MORE DELAY.

tJ,oT o!VL'(
BUT I WI LL WORK WITH THE CONGRESS TO REMEDY/rnE DEFICIENCIES

AJ:SD
Nftl;:fUJ~

IN THIS BILL1

.

BUT ,,THE DANGEROUS ACTIONS AND

ATTITUDES TOWARD HUGE FEDERAL DEFICITS SOME MEMBERS HAVE

ALREADY SHOWN IN OTHER LEGISLATIVE DECISIONS.

- 15 THE FIRST PART OF MY ECONOMIC RECOVERY

RECOMMENDATIONS LAST JANUARY -- A PROMPT TAX CUT OF

REASONABLE SIZE -- NOW BECOMES LAW.
(SIGN BI LU
THE SECOND AND EQUALLY-IMPORTANT PART OF MY

ECONOMIC PROGRAM WAS TO RESTRAIN FEDERAL SPENDING BY

CUTTING BACK SEVENTEEN Bl LLION DOLLARS IN EXISTING PROGRAMS

AND BY A ONE-YEAR MORATORIUM ON ALL NEW FEDERAL SPENDING

PROGRAMS EXCEPT IN THE CRITICAL FIELD OF ENERGY.

- 16 SO FAR, THESE PROPOSALS HAVE BEEN MOSTLY IGNORED

OR REJECTED BY THE MAJORITY OF THE MEMBERS.

NOW THAT

WE HAVE REDUCED OUR TAX REVENUES BY SOME SEVEN Bl LLION DOLLARS
MORE THAN I PROPOSED, WE MUST MOVE TO REDUCE FEDERAL SPENDING
IN EVERY WAY WE CAN.

WE CANNOT AFFORD ANOTHER ROUND

OF INFLATION DUE TO GIANT AND GROWING DEFICITS THAT WOULD
CANCEL OUT ALL OUR EXPECTED GAINS IN ECONOMIC RECOVERY.

:

.

- 17 MAYBE I CAN SHOW YOU THE SITUATION BITTER ON
THIS CHART.
IF CONGRESS HAD ACCEPTED ALL MY JANUARY ECONOMIC
RECOVERY PROPOSALS., BOTH FOR TAX CUTS AND SPENDING CUTS.,
THE ESTIMATED FEDERAL DEFICIT FOR FISCAL YEAR 1976 WOULD HAVE

BEEN ABOUT FIFTY-TWO BILLION DOLLARS AS REPRESENTED BY THIS
COLUMN.
(CHART)

- 18 THIS KIND OF A DEFICIT IS FAR TOO HIGH BUT MOST OF IT
WAS UNAVOIDABlf AND WAS BROUGHT ABOUT BY MANDATORY FEDERAL
PAYMENT PROGRAMS ALREADY ON THE STATUTE BOOKS, BY INCREASED
UNEMPLOYMENT COMPENSATION AND REDUCED TAX REVENUES DUE TO
THE RECESS ION.

- 19 THIS IS WHERE WE ARE TODAY.

(CHART)

THE TAX CUTS IN THE Bl LL I HAVE JUST SIGNED AND OTHER CHANGES
BRING THE ESTIMATED FISCAL YEAR 1976 DEFJCIT UP TO APPROXIMATELY

SIXTY Bl LLION DOUARS.
SINCE JANUARY, THE CONGRESS HAS REJECTED OR
IGNORED MOST OF MY REQUESTED SPENDJNG CUTS.
FAILS TO MAKE THESE REDUCTIONS,

IF THE CONGRESS

JT WI LL ADD SOME TWELVE BILLION

DOLLARS TO THE CONTEMPLATED 1976 DEFICIT.

- 20 ON TOP OF THAT, AS I LOOK AT THE NEW SPENDING
ACTION WHICH COMMITTEES OF THE CONGRESS ARE ALREADY SERIOUSLY
CONS I DER I NG,

I CAN EAS I LY ADD UP ANOTHER TH I RTY BILLI ON

DOLLARS OR MORE OF SPENDING.

TH IS WOULD BRING THE

DEFICIT TO THE ENORMOUS TOTAL OF ONE HUNDRED BILLION DOLLARS.
DEFICITS OF THIS MAGNITUDE ARE TOO DANGEROUS TO PERMIT.
THEY THREATEN ANOTHER VICIOUS SPIRAL OF RUNAWAY DOUBLE-DIGIT
INFLATION WHICH COULD WELL CHOKE OFF ANY ECONOMIC RECOVERY.

- 21 INTEREST RATES, NOW STARTING DOWN, WOULD AGAIN

CLIMB AS THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT BORROWED FROM THE PRIVATE
MONEY MARKET TO FINANCE ITS ONE HUNDRED Bl.LLION DOLLAR DEFICIT.

INDIVID.UAL CITIZENS WOULD BE UNABLE TO BORROW MONEY FOR

NEW HOMES, CARS, AND OTHER NEEDS.

BUSINESSES,

DESPITE INCREASED TAX CREDITS, WOULD DELAY INVESTMENTS
AND EXPANSIONS TO PUT THE UNEMPLOYED BACK TO WORK.

- 22 I AM, THEREFORE, SERVING NOTICE NOW THAT THIS
IS AS HIGH AS OUR FISCAL 1976 DEFICIT SHOULD GO.
I AM DRAWING THE LINE RIGHT HERE.
THIS IS AS FAR AS WE DARE TO GO.

- 23 I WI LL RESIST EVERY ATTEMPT BY THE CONGRESS
TO ADD ANOTHER DOLLAR TO THIS DEFICIT BY NEW SPENDING PROGRAMS,
HOWEVER WORTHY THEY MAY APPEAR.

I WI LL MAKE NO

EXCEPTIONS EXCEPT WHERE OUR LONG-RANGE NATIONAL SECURITY

INTERESTS ARE INVOLVED AS IN THE ATTAINMENT OF ENERGY
INDEPENDENCE.

- 24 IN SHORT 1

IN SIGNING THIS BILL1

I AM KEEPING

MY PROMISE TO REACH A REASONABLE COMPROMISE WITH THE CONGRESS

AND TO PROVIDE A NEEDED BOOST TO THE ECONOMY.

I MUST SAY

AGAIN THIS IS AS FAR AS I WILL GO.
IF WE USE COMMON SENSE AND PRUDENCE1

I AM

CONFIDENT THAT THE PRESENT RECESSION WILL RETREAT INTO HISTORY.

.

- 25 IF YOUR CONGRESSMEN AND YOUR SENATORS RETURN

FROM THEIR RECESS WITH A NEW AWARENESS OF YOUR DEEP CONCERN
AND DESIRE FOR CAUTION AND CARE IN STEERING OUR DIFFICULT

ECONOMIC COURSE 1 WE WILL SOON GET BACK ON THE BROAD HIGHWAY
OF INCREASING PRODUCTIVITY AND PROSPERITY FOR ALL OUR PEOPLE.

THANK YOU AND GOOD EVEN I NG.

END OF TEXT

.o/.
o/ ~.
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EDT
Fellow Americans, and Fellow taxpayers:

Eleven weeks ago, in mid-January, I requested
the new Congress to pass as its first priority a simple
$16 billion reduction in Federal income taxes in order
to stimulate economic activity and put people back to
work.
I asked for a one-time refund to individual 1974
taxpayers up to a maximum of $1,000, enough to assist
in the purchase of new cars, home appliances~ or other
improvements, thus helping business and workers in areas
that have been especially hard hit by the recession.
I also asked for bigger investment credits to
encourage businessmen and farmers to expand and make
more jobs.
Jobs were then and are now my main concern.
Unfortunately, though some other economic signs are
improving, the employment picture remains bleak. I want
most to help those who want to get back to work in productive jobs. This can best be done by temporary tax
incentives to charge up our free enterprise system, not
by government handouts and make-work programs that
go on forever.
Therefore, over the past few months, I have
repeatedly urged the Congress to get a straightforward
tax cut bill on my desk by Easter, one that would restore
some of the buying power American families lost to
inflation and rising prices in 1973 and 1974.
My objective was to put money in the pockets
of the American people promptly rather than have the
Congress dream up new schemes for more of your money
to be spent by the government in Washington.

MORE
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Last Wednesday, before recessing, the Congress
did pass a tax reduction bill which is here before me.
The tax cut finally adopted by the Congress
represents a compromise between the $16 billion I
recommended in January and the $32 billion figure
passed ry the Senate. I said that I would accept a
reasonable compromise and the $23 billion tax reduction
is within reason.
However, this bill also distributes the cuts
differently and, in my opinion, fails to give adequate
tax relief to the millions of middle income taxpayers
who already contribute the biggest share of Federal
taxes.
But the most troublesome defect of this bill
is the fact that the Congress added to an urgently
needed anti-recession tax reduction a lot of extraneous
changes in our tax laws, some well-intentioned but
very ill-considered, which should have waited for
deliberate action in corrunittee hearings and full debate
by all Members. Instead, they were adopted in a hectic,
last minute session before recessing.
This is no way to legislate fundamental tax
reforms and every Member of the Congress knows it. Upon
their return, I will again ask the House and Senate
to work with me on a comprehensive review of our tax
structure to eliminate inequities and to insure adequate
revenues for the future without crippling economic
growth.
I commend those Members of the Congress who
fought for a clean and uncomplicated tax cut to create
more jobs and speed economic recovery.
If I were still in the House of Representatives
I would have opposed extraneous amendments and would
have voted to send this bill back to committee for i-urther
cleaning up.
As President, however, I cannot, under the
Constitution, accept a part of this bill and reject the
rest. It comes before me on a take it or leave it basis.
The Congress has gone home. I believe my
veto would eventually be sustained but I am by no means
sure that this Congress would send me a better bill.
It might even be worse.
MORE
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The people of this country need to know right
now how to plan their financial affairs for the rest of
this year. Farmers and businessmen have already waited
too long to find out what investments they can make to
improve their production and put people back on the
payroll.
Confidence depends on certainty, and while
the Congress deliberated, uncertainty has clouded
financial planning throughout the country.
Our country needs the stimulus and the support
of a tax cut, and needs it now.
I have, therefore, decided to sign this bill
so that its economic benefits can begin to work. I
do this despite the serious drawbacks in the bill. Most
of the drawbacks are enacted for only one year. I
strongly urge the Members of the Congress to calmly
reflect upon these provisions and let the worst expire.
However, any damage they do is outweighed by the urgent
nece.ssity of an anti-recession tax reduction right now.
Even if I asked the Congress to send me a better
bill -- and it did -- it would take too long a time to
get one back, and I cannot, in good consciences risk
more delay.
I will work with the Congress to not only
remedy the deficiencies in this bill, but also the dangerous
actions and attitudes towards huge Federal deficits
some Members have already shown in other legislative
decisions.
The first part of my economic recovery recommendations last January -- a prompt tax cut of reasonable
size -- now becomes law.
The second and equally important part of my
economic program was to restrain Federal spending by
cutting back $17 billion in existing programs and by a
one-year moratorium on all new Federal spending programs,
except in the critical field of energy.
·
So far, these proposals have been mostly ignored
or rejected by a majority of the . Members of the Congress.
Now that we have reduced our tax revenues by
some $7 billion more than I proposed, we must move to
reduce Federal spending in every way we can.

We

cannot afford another round of inflation
due to giant and growing deficits that would cancel out
all our expected gains in economic recovery.

MORE
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Maybe I can show you the situation better
on th~s chart. If Congress had accepted all my economic
recovery proposals, both for tax cuts and spending cuts,
the estimated Federal deficit for fiscal year 1976 would
have been about $52 billion, as represented by this
column.
This kind of a deficit is far too high, but
most of it was unavoidable and was brought ~bout by
mandatory Federal payment programs already on the
statute books by increased unemployment compensation
and reduced tax revenues due to the recession.
This is where we are today, The tax cuts in
the bill I have just signed and other changes will
bririg the estimated fiscal year 1976 deficit up to
approximately $60 billion.
Since January, Congress has rejected, or ignored,
most of my requested spending cuts. If Congress fails
to make these reductions it will add up to about
$12 billion to the contemplated 1976 deficit. On top
of that, as I look at the new spending actions which
committees of the Congress are already seriously
considering, I can easily add up another $30 billion
of spending. This would bring the deficit _to the
enormous total of $100 billion.
Deficits of this magnitude are far too dangerous
to permit. They threaten another vicious spiral of
runaway,, double-digit inflation which could well choke
off any economic recovery.
Interest rates, now starting down, would again
climb as the Federal Government borrowed from the private
money market to finance its $100 billion deficit. Individual
citizens would be unable to borrow money for new homes,
cars and other needs. Businesses, despite the increased
tax credit, would delay investments and expansions to
put the unemployed back to work. I am, therefore,
serving notice now that this is as high as our fiscal
1976 deficit should go.
I am drawing the line right here.
$60 billion on chart)
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This is as far as we dare to go.
I will insist (resist) every attempt by the Congress
to add another dollar to this deficit by new spending
programs. I will make no exceptions, except where
our long-range national security interests are involved,
as in the attainment of energy independence or for urgent
humanitarian needs.
In short, in signing this bill, I am keeping
my promise to reach a reasonable compromise with the
Congress and to provide a needed boost to the economy.
I must say again, this is as far as I will go.
If we use common sense and prudence, I am
confident that the present recession will retreat into
history. If your Congressmen and your Senators return
from their recess with new awareness of your deep
concern and desire for caution and care in steering
our difficult economic course, we will soon get back
on the broad highway of increasing productivity and
prosperity for all our people.
Thank you and good evening.

END

(AT,7:45 P.M.
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60 MINUTES
"A PIECE OF THE ACTION"*
With CBS News Correspondent Mike Wallace
Produced by Norman Gorin
Mike Wallace:

Kelso, our society as we know it will wither and die.

Buried in the Senate version of the massive tax cut bill the
Congress is putting together to aid our sick economy is a
little known, little understood provision that could significantly change the relationship between you and the company you work for. That provision would make some of
you part-owners, along with your employers.
The author of the plan is a maverick economist who has
caught the imagination of the Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, Russell Long. Long believes the plan
might just be the way to break the boom-and-bust cycle
that periodically produces a depression in the United
States. Here's how the plan would work.
The men who work on this dock in Oakland, California,
work for the Matson Lines and they earn a good wage
here. But if they lose their jobs they'll earn nothing or
they'll go on welfare because all they own is the sweat of
their brow, their labor.
But the folks who own the equipment on these docks-that
crane, these ships-the stockholders of the Matson Company-they don't have to show up here, and yet they earn
a yearly income just the same, because they own capital instruments. They own this equipment.
.
Well, there's a fellow across the bay In San Francisco who
says that all the workers on this dock-indeed, all wage
earners cverywhere--.-should own a piece of the outfit that
they work for; should own a piece of the action.
His name is Louis Kelso. He's a millionaire corporation
lawyer who puts together multi-million dollar business
deals. Kelso argues that if capitalism is good for the rich,
then everyone shoul~ ~ able to play. Otherw~se, warn~

Louis Kelso:
The death of the economy is the first step in the death of a
civilization. This economy has stopped growing.

Mike Wallace:
For years, Kelso has been hopping around the country like
an itinerant preacher delivering his sermon. He tells anyone who'll listen what he told the economic leaders
assembled by President Ford: that proposals for more tax
cuts and more welfare will never solve the economic mess
we're in. They don't go to the root of the problem, he said.
Americans, says Kelso, are a nation of industrial
sharecroppers who work for somebody else and have no
other source of income. If a man owns something that will
produce a second income, says Kelso, he'll be a better
customer for the things that American industry produces.
~ut the problem is how to get the working man that second
mcome.

Louis Kelso:
How do you use the logic of corporate finance, the logic
that the corporation insists upon as minimal--that is, the
logic of investing in things that will pay for themselveshow do you use it for the individual? How do you bring the
economic gain down from the corporation to the human
scale?

Mike Wallace:
Here is what Kelso would do. He would have every company set up something called an "Employee Stock Owner-

*From 60 MINUTES as Broadrnst over the CBS Television Network on Mard1 16, 1975.
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